Abstract-Texture classification is an important application in all the fields of image processing and computer vision. This paper proposes a simple and powerful feature set for texture classification, namely micro primitive descriptor (MPD). The MPD is derived from the 2×2 grid of a motif transformed image. The original image is divided into 2×2 pixel grids. Each 2×2 grid is replaced by a motif shape that minimizes the local ascent while traversing the 2×2 grid forming a motif transformed image. The proposed feature set extracts textural information of an image with a more detailed respect of texture characteristics. The results demonstrate that it is much more efficient and effective than representative feature descriptors, such as Random Threshold Vector Technique (RTV) features and Wavelet Transforms Based on Gaussian Markov Random Field (WTBGMF) approach for texture classification.
I. INTRODUCTION
The major role of Texture analysis and classification in many image areas, such as geo-sciences and remote sensing, medical imaging, stone texture classification, fault detection, image document processing and image retrieval. Texture is an exterior arrangement formed by uniform or non-uniform repeated patterns. It includes four fundamental problems: classifying images based on texture content; segmenting an image into regions of homogeneous texture; synthesizing textures for graphics applications; and establishing shape information from texture cue [1] . Texture discrimination or classification is the basis for many applications in computer vision. Texture classification has long been an important task in computer vision [ 2, 3, 4] by which different regions of an image are identified based on texture properties. It has been applied widely in different areas, such as medical image analysis [5] , remote sensing [6] , and biometrics [7] . Texture classification methods used can be categorized as statistical, geometrical, model based [2, 8, 9] and signal processing methods. Texture analysis aims at representing texture in a model that is invariant to changes in the visual appearance of the texture. The visual appearance of a single texture can change dramatically under the influence of, e.g., lighting changes and 3D rotations. Texture is characterized not only by the grey value at a given pixel, but also by the grey value pattern in an adjacent to the pixel.
At the beginning, extracting statistical feature to classify texture images, such as the co-occurrence matrix method [2] and the filtering based methods [10] , is the main stream. Rotation invariance is a critical issue in many applications. In order to address it, many algorithms were proposed. Kashyap and Khotanzad [11] were among the first researchers to study rotationinvariant texture classification by using a circular autoregressive model. Later, many other models were explored, including the multiresolution autoregressive model [12] , hidden Markov model [13] , and Gaussian Markov random field [14] .
The major step in description and classification of texture is study of patterns. For studying spatial structural and the textural characteristics of an image data various approaches are existed. [15] , Fourier analysis for texture classification and noise removal [16, 17] , fractal dimension for texture classification [18] , variograms [19, 20, 21, 22] and calculating local variance for classification [23] . The most useful concept for dealing with regular patterns within image data is Fourier analysis. It has been used to clean out impair in radar data and to remove the special effects of regular undeveloped patterns in image data [24] . The basic fundamental tool for studying the regular patterns is local variance. It was carried out newly [25, 26] . Hence, the study of patterns still plays a significant area of research in classification, recognition and characterization of textures [27] . In [28] [30] . In this an 8-dimensional feature vector is extracted. After that, similar to MR8, a complex texton library is built from a training set by k-means clustering algorithm and then an texton distribution is computed for a given texture image [31] . In [31] proposed sparse representation (SR) method. In this A texton training dataset is first constructed by extracting patches in the training images, and then an over-complete dictionary of patch textons is learned from it under the SR framework By sparsely representing the texture image over the learned texton dictionary, a histogram of SR coefficients can be computed and used as features for texture classification. In [32] 
II. MPD DETECTION METHOD
Various algorithms are proposed by many researchers to extract color, texture and other features. Color is the most distinguishing important and dominant visual feature. That's why color histogram techniques remain popular in the literature. The main drawback of this is, it lacks spatial information. Texture patterns can provide significant and abundance of texture and shape information. One of the features proposed by motifs patterns [33] called MPD, represents the various patterns of image which is useful in texture analysis. The proposed method consists of three steps which are listed below. In the first step of the proposed MPD evaluation, the color image is converted in to grey level image by using any HSV color model. The following section describes the RGB to HSV conversion procedure
Step1: RGB to HSV color model conversion In color image processing, there are various color models in use today. The RGB model is mostly used in hardware oriented application such as color monitor. In the RGB model, images are represented by three components, one for each primary color -red, green and blue. However, RGB color space is not sensitive to human visual perception or statistical analysis. Moreover, a color is not simply formed by these three primary colors. When viewing a color object, human visual system characterizes it by its brightness and chromaticity. The latter is defined by hue and saturation. Brightness is a subjective measure of luminous intensity. It embodies the achromatic notion of intensity. Hue is a color attribute and represents a dominant color. Saturation is an expression of the relative purity or the degree to which a pure color is diluted by white light. HSV color space is a non-linear transform from RGB color space that can describe perceptual color relationship more accurately than RGB color space. In this paper, HSV color space is adopted.
HSV color space is formed by hue (H), saturation (S) and value (V). Hue denotes the property of color such as blue, green, red, and so on. Saturation denotes the perceived intensity of a specific color. Value denotes brightness perception of a specific color. Thus it can be seen that HSV color space is different from RGB color space in color variations. When a color pixel-value in RGB color space is adjusted, intensities of red channel, green channel, and blue channel of this color pixel are modified. That means color, intensity, and saturation of a pixel is involved in color variations. It is difficult to observe the color variation in complex color environment or content. However, HSV color space separates the color into hue, saturation, and value which means observation of color variation can be individually discriminated. According to above descriptions about HSV color space, it can obviously observe that HSV color space can describe color detail than RGB color space in color, intensity and brightness. In order to transform RGB color space to HSV color space, the transformation is described as follows:
The transformation equations for RGB to HSV color model conversion is given below
Where R, G, B are Red, Green, and Blue normalized in value [0, 1] . In order to quantize the range of the H plane is normalized with value [0, 255] for extracting features specifically
Step2: motifs texton pattern detection Texton-based texture classifiers classify textures based on their texton frequency histogram. The textons are defined as a set of blobs or emergent patterns sharing a common property all over the image [34, 35] . Based on the texton theory [ The concept of ‗‗texton'' was proposed in [34] more than 20 years ago, and it is a very useful tool in texture analysis. In general, textons are defined as a set of blobs or emergent patterns sharing a common property all over the image; however, defining textons remains a challenge. In [35] , Julesz presented a more complete version of texton theory, with emphasis on critical distances (D) between texture elements on which the computation of texton gradients depends. Textures are formed only if the adjacent elements lie within the D-neighborhood. However, this D-neighborhood depends on element size. If the texture elements are greatly expanded in one orientation, pre-attentive discrimination is somewhat reduced. If the elongated elements are not jittered in orientation, this increases the texton-gradients at the texture boundaries. Thus, with a small element size, such as, 2×2 texture discrimination can be increased because the texton gradients exist only at texture boundaries [35] . In view of this and for the convenience of expression, the 2×2 block is used in this paper for textons detection.
There are many types of textons in images. In this paper, each texton is treated as a MPD. We only define six special types of motifs [33] textons for texture analysis. The six motifs are defined over a 2×2 grid, each depicting a distinct sequence of pixels starting from the top left corner as shown in Fig.1 . In Fig.1 the six motifs are denoted as Z, N, U, C, Gamma and Alpha respectively. Each grid is scanned from top-left and those pixels formed a texton. Reverse direction of motifs are also considered. So, a total of 12 texton patterns are considered for texture classification. The first top-left six motifs of a 2×2 grid are shown in Fig. 1 . Once the motifs are selected, the original image is divided into 2×2 grids. Each of the 2×2 grids contains four pixel values i.e., V 1 , V 2 , V 3 and V 4 . If the four pixel values of a 2×2 grid are distinct apply a suitable motif as in Fig.1 otherwise 2×2 grid will be zero. The working mechanism of MPD detection for the proposed method is illustrated in Fig.2 
. Example of motifs texton patterns a) 8×8 image b) motifs textons
Step 3: once the textons are identified The present paper evaluate the frequency occurrences of all six different textons (MPD) as shown in Fig.1 with different orientations. To have a precise and accurate stone texture classification, the present study considered sum of the frequencies of occurrences of all six different textons as shown in Fig.1 on a 2×2 block.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The present paper carried out the experiments on two data sets. The dataset 1 consists of various Brick, Granite, Marble and Mosaic textures with resolution of 256×256 collected from Brodatz textures, VisTex and also from natural resources from digital camera. Some of texture images in dataset1 are shown in the Fig. 3 . The dataset 2 consists of various Brick, Granite, Marble and Mosaic textures with resolution of 200×150 collected from Outtex, CUReT database, and also from natural resources from digital camera. Some of texture images in dataset2 are shown in the Fig. 4 . The frequency of occurrence of MPD of Brick, Granite, Marble and Mosaic texture images in dataset1 are listed out in Table 1 , 2, 3, and 4 respectively. The sum of frequency of occurrence of MPD of each input texture images in dataset1 are listed out in Table 5. The Table 1 684  237  134  476  63  80  7  brick07  350  510  539  258  231  228  8  brick08  512  250  167  365  51  51  9  brick09  452  332  228  431  112  143  10  brick10  262  325  225  234  91  98  11  brick11  469  254  172  325  101  94  12  brick12  599  304  237  465  107  102  13  brick13  419  269  208  300  82  67  14  brick14  445  222  145  346  66  66  15  brick15  529  299  221  458  149  146  16  brick16  520  320  357  465  101  163  17  brick17  375  463  228  431  112  184  18  brick18  262  415  225  234  91  192  19  brick19  523  285  172  363  101  137  20  brick20  543  304  237  376  107  99 Tabble 2 Frequency occurrence of MPD for granite textures in daraset1 Gama  1  granite01  2235  2803  564  442  49  44  2  granite02  2124  2433  704  566  78  89  3  granite03  2244  3056  609  409  43  50  4  granite04  2633  2668  698  708  89  92  5  granite05  1958  3298  944  630  129  113  6  granite06  2752  2541  739  762  99  99  7  granite07  2402  2686  790  717  108  116  8  granite08  2450  2532  739  732  108  98  9  granite09  2468  2252  599  597  78  78  10  granite10  2379  2925  768  706  104  126  11  granite11  2378  2290  602  585  83  88  12  granite12  2194  2526  957  863  195  178  13  granite13  1639  3264  650  316  41  37  14  granite14  2382  2323  724  755  89  82  15  granite15  2121  3121  885  664  108  114  16  granite16  2164  2903  1062  876  181  173  17  granite17  2431  2460  711  723  83  83  18  granite18  2523  2572  857  815  149  114  19  granite19  2270  2651  719  656  64  67  20  granite20  2165  2535  1168  1023  270 Gama  1  marble01  1361  2173  273  200  14  18  2  marble02  2124  1672  417  520  55  44  3  marble03  2236  1339  210  300  12  17  4  marble04  2002  2108  598  535  66  70  5  marble05  2021  1986  475  505  65  56  6  marble06  2044  1924  448  474  57  49  7  marble07  1578  1351  221  252  22  18  8  marble08  1376  2376  460  231  17  28  9  marble09  2021  2383  347  344  19  24  10  marble10  1543  1772  277  276  26  21  11  marble11  1428  1717  376  328  37  27  12  marble12  2793  1559  435  772  80  90  13  marble13  1073  1859  490  235  44  59  14  marble14  457  3247  406  80  6  8  15  marble15  1654  2465  817  546  89  112  16  marble16  1984  2210  567  511  71  63  17  marble17  2211  2096  614  708  100  116  18  marble18  2124  1672  417  520  55  44  19  marble19  2044  1924  448  474  57  49  20  marble20  2021  2383  347  344  19  24 Tabble 4 Frequency occurrence of MPD for mosaic textures in daraset1 Gama  1  mosiac01  774  790  370  376  131  139  2  mosiac02  799  817  348  343  104  106  3  mosiac03  891  688  318  378  109  119  4  mosiac04  664  577  350  326  129  137  5  mosiac05  860  857  535  493  237  218  6  mosiac06  953  891  385  414  252  252  7  mosiac07  1265  960  273  406  74  83  8  mosiac08  893  803  423  361  223  203  9  mosiac09  957  929  522  518  309  180  10  mosiac10  986  1005  533  487  206  186  11  mosiac11  905  897  537  554  257  290  12  mosiac12  1269  887  359  549  146  126  13  mosiac13  927  983  523  522  209  221  14  mosiac14  908  693  463  590  300  280  15  mosiac15  1078  910  435  549  148  161  16  mosiac16  940  911  403  392  120  107  17  mosiac17  793  729  378  374  154  150  18  mosiac18  911  752  431  561  217  218  19  mosiac19  1046  891  400  471  149  145  20  mosiac20  766  713  295  289  118 The Table 1 The frequency of occurrence of MPD of Brick, Granite, Marble and Mosaic texture images in dataset2 are listed out in Table 5 , 6, 7, and 8 respectively. The sum of frequency of occurrence of MPD of each input texture images in dataset1 are listed out in The Table 5 , 6, 7, 8 and the classification graph of Fig.6 , indicates that sum of frequency occurrences six texton features Z, N, U, C, Alpha and Gamma for Brick, Granite, Marble and mosaic in dataset 2 textures are laying in-between 2206 to 2484, 2505 to 2845, 2912 to 3269, and 1589 to 2176 respectively.
IV. COMPARISION WITH OTHER EXISTING METHODS
The proposed motifs texton feature detection is compared with Random Threshold Vector (RTV) [36] and GMRF model on linear wavelets [37] methods. The above methods classified stone textures into three groups only. This indicates that the existing methods [36, 37] failed in classifying all stone textures. Further the present paper evaluated mean classification rate using k-nn classifier. The percentage of classification rates of the proposed method and crashes methods [36, 37] are listed in table 11. The table 11 clearly indicates that the proposed motifs texton feature detection outperforms the other existing methods and did not need any classification technique. Fig.7 shows the comparison chart of the proposed motifs texton feature detection with the other existing methods of 
